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ABSTRACT 
Three methods -for the numerical solution of the Laplace equation using the 
Boundary Integral Method have been investigated for the situation where the 
~olution domain has curved surfaces. In these procedures the curved contour 
bounding the region, within which a solution of the Laplace equation is desired, is 
divided into a number of segments. The boundary can be discretized as either 
straight line segments ( as an approximation to a circular arc) or curved circular 
arcs, and both methods are considered. In the boundary integral method, an 
integral equation describes the variation in fluxes and potential along the boundary. 
This integral equation is discretized through numerical approximations at various 
points on the boundary to yield a set of algabraic equations that are ·Solved for the 
unknown fluxes and potentials. 
In the first method considered, a ~ecant line is used to approximate each 
curved arc segment. This has the effect of moving the nodal point off of the 
boundary; however this scheme is simple a,nd a closed form .solution for the 
coefficients in the boundary integral method is easily obtained. The second method 
uses two secant lines to approximate each curved ar~ segment, with the nod.al 
points now on the tr.ue curve. Again a closed form solution is obtained for the 
boundary integral coefficients. In the last method, no approximation to the arc is 
made; unfortunately attempts at ·finding. an analytic solution for the singular 
integrals proved unsuccessful and only estimates of the boundary element 
coefficients are obtained. 
To t.est each of the methods comparisons are made between computed 
numerical results and known analytic solutions for a number of example prqblems. 
The second technique is found. to be the m·ost efficient and accurate scheme of the 
three considered. 
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1 AN INTRODUCTION TO THE LAPLACE EQUATION 
This thesis considers the application of the boundary integral 11wt.liud fur t lw 
solution of the Laplace equation, 
( l. I ) 
when the contour surrounding the domain of interest ro11t.a.i11s curved s,·g11w11ts. Tlw 
methods developed will also be appl-icablc to the Poisson eq II at io11. 
( l.:!) 
which is simply a Laplace equation with a right hand side. 
Problems involving the Laplace or Poisson equation arise i11 a widP variety uf 
engineering applications and it is worthwhile to mention some s pccific situ at.iu11 s 
here. The Laplace or Poisson equation is usually the mathematical stat.c111,·11t uf 
some conservation principle. For example, in steady state heat co11d uctiu11 pruhlt·111~. 
the scalar function </> in equation ( 1..1) is the material tern perat. u re T( x ,y) and. 
(l.:3) 
1s obtained by applying the princi_ple of conservation of energy to a diff ercn t.ial 
element of the material [l J. A typical application is indicated ill Figure I ,,· lw I'<' 
various sides of the material are subjected to different thermal conditions. 
The object is to detennine the distribution of temperature within the solid by 
solving equation ( 1.2) subject to the thermal boundary conditions indkated in the 
figure. If heat is generated in tern ally within the -solid due to a chen1ical reaction, or 
more commonly due to the fact that the solid is carrying an electrical current, the 
problem is to solve the following Poisson equation: 
( 1.4) 
1 
y 
y 
T=T 0 
thermal insulation 
T=T 00 
surface exposed to convection 
T=T 
Figure 1. A typical thermal problem. 
given y 
X 
I 
n 
Figure 2. Schematic diagrams of (a) an interior 
Dirichlet problem and (b) an exterior 
Dirichlet problem 
2 
X 
Here, q is the rate at which energy is g,~nerated per unit. vol11111<· i11 tl1<· 111;,Lt<'rial a11d 
k is the thermal conductivity .of the material. If the <~ntir<~ rnat.1·rial is nnr.v.i11g a 
uniform current I (in a direction normal to the paper), t.11<' lwat. g<'ll<'r,tl1·d per 1111it 
length of co.nd uctor is, 
q 1
2 R 
A' C 
where R is the r_esistance per unit length of the conductor. In this ras<' t.Jl<' forcing 
function on the right side of equation (1.4) is constant. A 111un· co1nplicatcd 
situation occurs when the current distribution varies across the c russ-s<~c tio11 a I a r<'a 
of the conductor; in this case, the generation tern; 1s also given by tlw right sid<' of 
equation ( 1. 5 ) b u t now it is a f u n ct ion of ( .x , y ) . 
The complete specification or modeling of an engineering ·problc111 i11vulvi11g 
Laplace's equation requires a staten1ent of the boundary conditions. These a.re give11 
or assumed conditions which hold along a curv~ C bounding the region of i11t.<'r<'st. 
Generally such conditions involve known values of ¢ or the normal derivative at tlic 
boundary. When the value of ¢ is specified everywhere 011 t.11<' IH.JllJl(L-1r.,·. t II<' 
conditions are said to be Dirichlet conditions and two types of s11rl1 proble111:-; are 
depicted schematically in Figure 2. 
In Figure 2(a), an interior Dirichlet problen1 is· shown and here the objective 
is to find the solution for ¢ in the interior of the rectangular region; here the normal 
derivatives at the boundary (the fluxes) are not known and are to be detern1ined as 
part of the. solution. In Figure 2(b ), an exterior Dirichlet problen1 is shown and here 
the problem is to determine ¢ in the region exterior to -the curve C; generally 
exterior problems also involve some conditions on ¢ in the far field (usually q; -. 0 ). 
Again it is the values of the norn1al derivative which are unknown in this type of 
problem on C and which are to be found as part of the solution. 
When the normal derivative is specified at all locations on the boundary, 
then the problem is said to be a Neumann problem·. If such conditions were given 
for the geometries in Figure 2, for example, then the values of ¢ are not in genera.I 
known and must be determined as part of the solution. It is worthwhile to note that 
the solution of a Neumann problen1 is 
3 
only determined to within a constant and to make the solution 1111H1.11<· (a.11d fix t !tis 
constant) it is generally necessary to specify the value of¢ for at i<'ast. 011c poi11t ()fl 
the boundary. 
The normal derivative is often called the flux SIIIC<'. it J'('IH('SCIIIS il n()\\' ()r 
some quantity across the boundary at that location. Fur <·xa111 pl<·, i11 co11d uct io11 
heat transfer problems (where ¢ is the temperature), 
k .8T 
8n 
( l.(j) 
represents a flux of thermal energy per unit area across the boundary; lwre II d<'11ot<'s 
the directional nonnal to the bounding curve C of tlw regiu11 a11d k is t 11(' t lwr111,tl 
cond ucti vi ty. 
Problems 1n which a linear combination of ¢ and its normal derivative nr<' 
specified on the boundary are called Robin's problen1s, viz. 
8¢ Bn + a¢== f(x,y) on C , ( I.,) 
A common condition of this nature occurs in heat transfer problems (fur <·xa111pl<'. 011 
the surface in Figure 1), where a surface is cooled (or heated) by a moving fluid 
stream. If¢ is the temperature, the convection boundary condition is, 
k ~~· == h ( T 00 - T ) ( l .8) 
Here the left side of equation (1.8) represents the flow of heat energy conducted out 
of the surface to the ambient fluid; the right side denotes the heat re1noved from the 
surface· by convection. In addition T 00 is the te1nperature of the ambient fluid far 
from the wall and h is the coeffic.ient of convective heat transfer ( which is normally 
fo:und empirically). Equation ( 1.8) is the differential statement of Newton's law of 
cooling applied at the surface of a body. 
Clearly we can expect to encounter a wide variety of boundary conditions 
when solving the Laplace equation. However all of these conditions do have the 
4 
common thread that they can be regarded as givi11g a relation for ,·itlwr t.l)(' v;d1w uf 
¢ or the flux ~! on the boundary; generally if one of these q11a11t.iti"s is k110\\'11, th1· 
other is to be determined. 
~here </> is specified along a 
In practical problems, "mixed" c.011ditiu11s ar<' cu111111u11 
portion of the boundary and c~¢ is giv1·11 alo11µ; tlw ut.lwr 
(/Jl 
parts ( c.f. the heat transfer problem depicted in Figure 1 ). 
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2 DOMAIN MET II ODS 
In order to understand th<' relativ,· advantag<·s uf t.lw liuL111dar_\' 1·l1·11w11t 
method, it is worthwhile to review briefly tlw conc<'pts associat1·d \\'it.Ii d()111,1i11 
me.thods; these methods are the cunve11tiunal t.<·cliniq11<·s !"or ()l,Lti11i1tg 11111111·1·icdl 
solutions ·of the Laplace equation. In <lom~in lll<'lhods. appruxi1llatio11s ;ir1· 
developed for the "Laplace equation at various nodal points within t lw sol11t iu11 
domain; the net effect of these approximations is to convert tlw difft·1T11 t ial eq 11-a t.iu11 
to an algebraic equation at each nodal point. The numerical solution tlte11 cu11sists 
of solving a large set of algebraic equations for the unknown function val11<'S at t 11<' 
_nodal points. Both finite difference and finite element. rnethods fall into t.ltis gerwr,tl 
category of domain methods. In the course of obtaining the sol11t.io11 i11 tl1is 111a111wr. 
the unknown boundary information (either function or flux \',d1ws) is. ohtai1wd. I(> 
illustrate some of the mechanics of a domain-typ<' approach, we co11sid1·r t lw s<>l11t i<>11 
of La.place's equation for the rectangular geonwtry and fur tit<' IH>1111cL1rv co11diti<>n.:-. 
depicted schematically in Figure 3. 
Here the potential is specified on three sides of the rectangle a.r'i"d tl1c flux is 
specified on the fourth. In a typical finite difference approach, we split. t.lw x interval 
(O,a) into (N-1.) equal parts of length h 1 and they i·ntcrva.l (0 1 b) i11tu (f'vl-1) equal 
parts of length h2. We can now imagine that our clollla.in is nivered \\'it.It ;1 l"i11it<' 
difference mesh as indicated in Figure 4. 
At a typical point in the n1esh, we make the following finite difference 
approximations: 
(2.1). 
¢· ·+ - 2¢· · + ¢· · 2 1,J 1 
2
1,J 1,J-1 + O(h
2
) 
h2 
( 2.2) 
These approximations are second order accurate as indicated. Th us the differential 
equation is replaced by a set of algebraic equations and at a typical mesh point, 
6 
~ = f(y) 
~. 
x=a 
Figure 3. Example problem for finite difference solution. 
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1 T - - r - - - "T 
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-; -t - - t- - - - - -t 
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X 
1 2 3 4 N-1 N 
Figure 4. Finite diff ere nee mesh. 
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¢·+1 . ~ I ,J 
or, 
where, 
is the ratio of x and y grid sizPs squared. 
0, 
0. ( '.! . · I ) 
( ) -':... .:) ) 
At each internal. mesh ·point in the domain, we hav,, an equatiu11 oft lw l'()r111 
given by equation (2.4). Suppose for the sake of illustratio11 that.</> wcrP gi\'e11 cit 
each point on the boundary; then for each point adjacent tu the buundar}', 01w of 
the </J's in equation (2.4) is known. For points near the corners, two of the q/s are 
known. Thus we have a total of (N-2)(M·-2) equations in as many unk11uw11s. 
This set of linear difference equations is, in general, rather large. The ge11cral 
problem is of the form, 
('.!.(j) 
-where A is a (N-2) x (M-2) matrix, ¢ 1s the vector of unknowns and b is a vector of 
known values. To appreciate the nature of the 111atrix A_, consider a subdivision of 
the rectangle as indicated in Figure 5 with 6 subdivisions in they-direction. 
In· order that we may place all of the unknown interior values of 1> in t.u a u11c 
dimensional array, the numbering schen1e indicated in Figure ,5 is adopted. 
For equal mesh spacing in the x and y directions, it may easily be verified 
that the matrix A has the form, 
8 
s 10 
4 9 
• 
3 8 
2 7 
1 6 1 1 
Figure 5. Numbering of the mesh to write the unknown 
values of q> as a one-dimensional vector. 
.. 
... . " 
~ .. 
.. 
N-1 N 
j+l 
~ J • 
: j-1 
N+l 
approximate 
differential equation 
and boundary 
conditions here 
Figure 6. Extension of the computational domain to 
accomodate derivative boundary conditions. 
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( ') ~) 
-· I 
We note that A is a rather large matrix but also that it is ratlwr spars1· (i.(·. 111c111.v 
of its elements are zero); in addition, since the 110n-z1•ru <'le11w11ts ar1· si111iL1r (i.(·. 
they are either -4 or 1), there is no 11eed to actually assi~11 cu111p11tl'r :-;tur<1g(· 1'()1· t lw 
individual elements of A. 
When the size of the problem is "small'', we may solve the sPt uf li1war 
algebraic equations given by equation ( 2 .6) with a direct tech n iq tH' such as C: a11ssia.u 
elimination. In practical terms, "small" means about :1000 or less unk11uw11s. 
Unfortu.nately, larger systems than this are quite con1mon and tlw use of direct 
methods in such cases becon1es prohibitively time consu111i11g. 111 s11cl1 sit11atio11s. 
systematic iterative methods are used to solve the difference 1·quat.iu11s. 111 t liis 
approach, we first "guess" a solution at ea.ch interior 11od<' point; t.hcs<' gw·-ssl's ,1r1· 
successively entered in to th_e right side of equation ( 2 .4), 
(k) l { (k-1) (k-1) (k-1) (k-1)} 
<P == . <P + <P + ,<P + ,<P , 
ij (2+2,) i+lj i-lj ij+l ij-1 
(:2.8) 
where the superscript k denotes an iteration counter. In Jacobi iu~ration, val1ws of 
the previous iterate are always used on the right side uf equation (:2.::-:). A 111<.Ht' 
efficient approach is to use any new iterate information, which is available during the 
sweep of the mesh, in the right side of equation (2.-8); this type of iteration is called 
Gauss-Seidel iteration and in many circumstances, this approach converges on the 
order of twice as ·fast as Jacobi iteration. In many situations the convergence rate 
can be accelerated even further by using a process know11: as success1ve-over-
relaxation (SOR). In this technique, we produce a Gauss-Seidel iterate at ea.ch stage 
1n the normal way; denote the value of this iterate at the typical mesh ijoint 
by ¢ ~-k-l/ 2). The kth iterate at that point is then defined a.s a. weighted average of 
IJ 
this value and the previous iterate, viz. 
10 
( k) 
<I>.. 
lJ 
(k-1/2) 
w¢ .. 
lJ 
( k- ~) 
+ ( l -w )¢ .. 
IJ 
( '..!. q) 
For w > 1, we have over-relaxation while for w < 1, we have u11dcr-n·laxatiu11. 
As the number of equations increases (through taking slllall,·r 111,·sh siz,·s ur 
treating more complicated problems), the nu1nlH'r uf it.f'ratiol1s t,·1l(ls tu iI1cr,·;is,· 
rather dramatically. rI'hc . . 1terat1ve process 111ust IH' allu,,·cd I<> <"<>11ti1111<· 111itil 
convergence occurs at each internal rnesh point tl) within a sp<'ci!i,·d tul,·r;111c,· ;111.d 
this can often require on the order of thousands of it.<'ratirn1s. 111 r,·cTril. t.i11ws, 
rnethods such as the alternating-direction-implicit 1i1etl1ud (:\DI) ,ttl<I 1111tlti-~rid 
methods have proven to be effective at reducing the tot.al co111p11tatio11 ti111<·. 
However, it is fair to say that the computational t.irne is still nttlwr :--11b:--ta11ti;1l f<>r 
applied and real problen1s. 
Let us assurne that we are dealing with a pruble111 \\'itl1 Dirichl<'t co11ditio11:-; 
all around the boundary. We will ass u rne th at we have s u cct·ss ftd ly corn j>l<·t <'d c111 
iterative solution for a given set of mesh sizes and llO\V wish tu evaluate tll(' f'111x,·:-- u11 
the boundaries. As an example, we suppose that we wish to evaluate the fluxes 
along the boundary y = Q; A finite differenc·e approxi111ation for the fluxes is, 
8</> 
ay i,j=1 
</>· - ¢· i,2 h i,1 + O(h2) 
2 
(:2.10) 
This is a simple forward difference and in making this a.ppruxima.t.ion, we 111c11r ;-w 
error O(h2); This is said to be a first-or'der estimate for the derivative. I'vlore 
accurate formula may be obtained by using successively more interior points; for 
example, the formula, 
_-_</>~i ,3__;·_+_4__,,</>__;,i _2 __ 3¢_i.c_, 1 + O(h 2) 
2h2 2 
(2.11) 
is a second-order accurate formula. Similar relations may also be obtained at the 
11 
upper boundary; for cxa1nple, the first-order' forn1ula is, 
(~.I~) 
and the second-order for·m ula is, 
3A-. M - 4)._. M + 3¢· M 2 2 lf'1 lf'1 -1 · I - Q(} ) 
I I .I. + 1 
,2 2 
12 
(:2. r:n 
Similar formulae are easily constructed from th is in formation tu c ale u lat.<~ t lw flu X<'s 
on the two vertical boundaries. It is worthwhile to note that there is a 11111lw1:ical 
error associated with this process of nu rnerical <l ifferen tia.tion and t, he In ag11 it. u de 
depends mainly on the number of points used; generally a second or third order 
formula ·would be preferred. 
In 111any problen1s the flux is specified on the boundary inst.cad of t.lw 
function value itself. To see the rnodifica.tions of the ba~ic procedure i11 t.l1is c,1:--<'. 
consider ·the problem depicted in Figure 3 where the flux is specified 011 t.lw rigl1t 
vertical boundary x == a. One con1mo11 method of trea.t.i11g sucl1 cui1dit.iu11s 1:-; t.u 
extend the computational domain, one additional mesh Ii ne to the rig Ii t as ind ica t.<'d 
rn Figure 6. 
We assume that we may approximate the Laplace equation along the line 
x == a (i.e. i == N) in the \lSual way so that at a typical point along the jth mesh line 
we have, 
0. (2.14) 
We note that this equation involves ¢N+l,j which is along the jth 1nesh line but one 
point outside the computational domain. But we also have the derivative condition, 
~= == f(y) Ori X == a , (2.1.5) 
which must be satisfied at the right boundary. Using a central differe11ce 
12 
approximation for tlw deri vat.iv<·, \V<' have, 
or, 
<P N + 1 ,j - ¢ N- 1 ,j 
2h1 
Substituting this relation into the difference equatioll (2.l.-1), \\'(' lta\'<'. 
- ')l f 
- l 1 j . 
(:2.10) 
(:l.17) 
(:2.l~) 
Consequently, the only difference with problems having a gradient bou !lda ry 
condition is that. we must also sweep the boundaries in an iterative solution i11 unl<-r 
to determine the values of¢ there. At all interior mesh poi11t.s, t.lw fi11it.e diff<'l'<'11c1· 
equations are given by equation (2.4) but now supple1ncnt.ed wit.It ,·111 addit.iu11al :-,<·1 
of equations like (2.18) along the boundaries where a. flux co11V<'ct.iv<~ urnditiu11~ ,tr<' 
specified. The iterative 1nethod of solution th us proceeds in a vc ry si rn ilar w a.y tu 
that described for Dirichlet conditions. 
Now that the basics of the do1nain method process have been considered, we 
now look at some of the complications that can arise with these met.hods: 
( 1) Geometrical Difficulties 
Engineering applications often involve the solution of the Laplace equat.io11 111 
complex geometries, such as the problem depicted in Figure 7. 
In such situations it is often difficult to lay a rectangular finite difference 
mesh over the entire domain, although (from the figure) we have succeeded in this 
case. 
In addition, various book-keeping difficulties invariably anse rn the 
programming irt trying to keep track of the mesh points. Points A and B a.re 
exterior right angle corners and the solution often behaves in 
an irregular manner there. At the acute angled corner C, there is usually an intense 
solution variation and it is difficult to pack mesh points neat· this corner with the 
13 
C 
__..A I 
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~ 
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D 
_.,,, ,,,,,-
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4 ,..---
.. 
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Figure 7. A complex geometry with straight line sides. 
• • 
• • 
• • • • 
Figure 8. A domain with a curved boundary. 
14 
prcsen t rectangular grid. 
(2) ~urved Boundaries 
In many situations, the boundMi<'s of th<' co1np11t.ational d<>111ai11 Mt' rnn·,·d. 
Consider for example, the doiuain depicted in Figure 8. 
If we use a rectangular finite difference mesh, it 1s easily """" that it will 1101 
be possible in general to always have mesh points on the curved boundary; tlw ru rve 
C will in general pass through the mesh. 13y extendin~ the 111<·sh outside the 
computational domain, as indicated in Figure 8, it is possible to cli1ninat<· the nodes 
outside the boundary (Smith, (2]). It is however dear that I his can J,,, a 
considerable nuisance. In finite element domain approaches, it is ofte11 possil>k lo 
choose the elements to conform closely to the boundary by rov<·rin~ tlw in t.crior wi I h 
small triangles. 
15 
~3 BOUNDARY INTEGRAL FOH.M lJLATION 
Let (C11) be Cart.Psia11 coordi11al('S and l<'t (x,y) d(·111ill' ;t p()i11t i11 tlw (f..11) 
plane. Assume that a point. su11rce uf st.r,·11µ;th J is locat<'d ,ll (x .. v) ;111d <"<i11si1k·r t lw 
differential cq uation, 
b(l-x,11-y) , ( : L I ) 
where b(l-x,17-y) 1s a Dirac delta function, Cl'llt.t·n·d at t.lw pui1it (x.y). Tll<' 
solution of this equation is the two-dirnensional (;rc<·11's fu11ctio11. To obtai11 tll<' 
solution, we choose cylindrical courdi11atcs n·1iter(·d at ti\(' so111T1· p()i1i.t (\ .. ,·) ;1:-; 
indicated in Figure 9. 
Since we do not require any specific conditions 011 (; a11d s111C(' t lw .s<i11rc<· is 
radially sym n1etric, we look for a solution fur C whir Ii 1s radially sy 11111 wt r ic: 111 
cylindrical coordinates equation 3.1 becomes 
Cl ( (- X, 7] -y). 
Unless~= x, 77 = y, the delta function is zero -and t.lius for r > 0. W<' have-, 
1 8 ( 8G) _ 
r 8r r 8r - O. 
The general solution of equation (3.3) is 
G = A log r + B, 
where A and B are co11stan ts to be detern1ined. To this end, we integrate eq ua.tion 
(3.3) over a circle of arbitrary radius r 0 , surrounding the field point at ~ = x, 17 = y; 
we have, 
f f 'ii' 2G d~ dq = f f 8(~-x, q-y) d~ dq = 1. 
s s 
( 3.5) 
16 
, -- .... , 
' I 
~\ I 
I 
\ (x,y) , 
\ I 
' 
, 
' 
__ , 
Figure 9. Coordinate system near the source point. 
s 
n the outward oointing 
normal 
Figure 10. A volume V enclosed by a surface S. 
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Tu evaluate the left 8ide of equaJion (:L:)), \Ve use tlw t.wo-di11w11sio11al V<'rsio11 ·oft lw 
divergence theorem which says that 
J J V · ( V n) d ( d 'I 
s 
J 
C 
-
0 (' l J ac; I !l· V I ( S = --;---) . . ( S. ( 11 
C 
( :Lti) 
II ere n is t he o u t ward poi n ti n g rn) rm al to C , t he c u r v e b o u 11 d i 11 µ; t I w c i r c 11 I a r r < • g 1 o 11 S 
in Figure 9; in addition i~ is the normal derivative and s is a variable 11wasu r.-d 
along the boundary curve (circle). In the present case, 
or, 
[JG ds 
an 
- r· dO J27r DGI o 8r r=ro o 
J ac' f 271" \ l . _ f . - ') I . 8n ds - o ro lo dO - _ii",\. 
C 
Combining this result with equation (3.5), we see that 
A - 1 
- 21r· 
.. / <) ( . ) . . ) 
'1' I . . I IS IS At this point B re1na1ns arbitrary and we choose to take it equal t.o zero. 
b~cause we are determining the principal Green's function in two dimensions and W<' 
are mainly interested in the singular part of G. 
The principal Green's function in two dimensions is th us given by 
G = l1r log r, ( :3. l O) 
where "log" denotes the natural logarithm. Here r measures distance from the point. 
(x,y) and 
r = ~(~-x)2 + (TJ-Y)2. (3.11) 
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The principal Green's function is also called th<~ funda111e11tal sol11tio11 or t.lw fr,·,· 
space Green's function since it contains the basic singularity of th<' (; r<~<·11 's f1111ct.io11. 
Strictly, it is the Green's function for a11 unbc.>und,·d two-di11w11sio11al do111ai11. 
To obtain th<-' boundary integral equat.io11, W<' 11,·,·d to d,·ri\'<' ;i fu1"11111L1 
known as Green's second identity. Let. dJ(x,y,z) lw a. solut.iu11 <Jf l,;1pLu'<'·:-:; 1·q11;iti()11 
and for the rnornent let 'If,! be any other fu11ctio11. (\Ve will s11hseq1w11t ly Like 1, tu lw 
the Principal Crcen's function). Thus, 
2 V ¢ =:. 0. 
The quantity, ¢'\/'1/,i is a vector and applying the divergence theurc111 to t.liis v<·ctur. 
ff f V · ( ¢ V ,/•) d V 
V 
ff 11-(¢9,t,) ds. 
s 
Here V 1s any volume in space and Sis the surface enclosing t.liis \'olu111e as i11dicat<'d 
in Figure 10; n denotes the outward pointing normal to the surface S. Now consider 
the integrand of the volume integral, which we may re-write as 
(: L I -I ) 
by a vector identity. In addition, the integrand of -t. he surface i II Legra.I III ay be 
written according to 
(3.15) 
_Here the notation ~~ means the derivative of 'I/; taken 111 a direction which is locally 
normal to the surface. Consequently equation (3.13) n1ay be \vritten 
ff f{ 'i7 ¢· V,t, + ¢92,t,} dV - f ¢ ~~ dS. ( :3.1 <l) 
V S 
This relation is known as Green's first identity. If we interchange ¢ and V' rn 
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equation (3.16), we have 
JI f{ \7,t, · \7 4>+ tµ\72 <P} d V -:- f ,t, ~: <lS, 
V S 
(:LI 7) 
and upon subtracting equation (:3.17) from (:LlG). we ohtai11 (:r1·1·11\, :-;<·c()11d 
identity, viz. 
ff f { !p\72,t, - ,t,'v2<P} dV = J { <P~~ - <~1:} dS. 
V S 
For two-dimensional problems, the solution for ¢ is geucrally i 11 va ria 11 t Ul t. lw z 
direction and we may consider the volumP integral a.s a11 area A i11 tli1· xy pla11t· p<'l' 
unit depth in the z direction; similarly the surface integral lwco11ws 
. h c· b d. A ( . l I ) . d </J cJ q) t e curve oun ing per unit c ept 1 s111ce T = -.) = 0 ()JJ 
. (Ill ( z 
a11 i11t.q~r;li <J\'t'r 
surface S. Consequently the two-dimensional version of Cree11·s s1·co11d idt·11tit,· 1:-; 
(;J.19) 
Now let us consider some boundary curve with area A a.11d pui11t. (x,y) as 
shown in Figure 11. We now take·~, to be the principal Green's funct.ioll (; giv<'11 l>y 
equation (3.10). Since 
v7.2G = 82G + 82G = 8('-x 17-y)-ae2 a112 ~ , , 
( 3.20) 
and since V2G = 0, equation (3.19) beco1nes 
</>(x y) = _l_ f {<t>_Q_(log r) - log r 8¢} dS. 
' 2~ on on 
C 
(3.21) 
Here r measures distance from (x,y) to a point (~,17) on the curve C and as the 
integration 
20 
n A 
boundin~ curve 
C 
--------------------------~· ~ 
Figure 11. Geometry for Green's second identity 
in two dimensions. 
(x, y) 
Figure 12. Indenting the contour near the field point 
when (x,y) is on a smooth portion of the curve. 
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over C proceeds, the radius vector 111 ak(~:; a culll p l<'t(· revul u t io11. 
Equation (3.21) is a formula fur computing <Pat any lucatiu11 (x,y) 
in or <le r to con 1 p I et e t h c i n t cg ration , we m u st k nu w t h <> v al u ( · s u f 1> a 11 d 
locations on the bounding curve C. However i11 the specification of 
involving Laplace's equation, we generally know <P or C~<P along s<'g11w11ts (;11 
witl1i11 A; 
D¢ 
--:---;· a t , ii I 
( 11 
prohl<'IIIS 
of (' I> 111 
not both together. When such proble111s are solv<·d using specific·< ;r<·<·11·~ 1'1111ctirn1:-.. 
we not only require that G satisfy <~quatio11 (~L2l) but that. it. satisfy c<·rtai11 
boundary conditions on C. For example, 011 the parts uf th<' c11n·<· \\'lwr<' ,,·<· k110,,· <.'1 
but not 8
8
<P, we pick G to vanish 011 th at segme11 t of C so t Ii a.t t.lw 1111 k 11uw 11 part. uf 
n . 
the integrand in equation (3.21) vanishes; similarly if we know <.!)<P, but. 11ut. q ,,·<· c n 
would pick i~ = 0 on that segment of C. This process of satisfying bonnda.ry 
conditions for G is the hardest part of finding G for a speci fie geometry; <'.\' iden tly ,,·<· 
will have different Green's functions for each new geometry and <'acli 11<·,,· ~et of 
boundary conditions. This is clearly not attractive for a general 1111111crical appru,1cl1 
and for this reason, we will normally adopt. the principal (;n·<·11 ·s l't111ctirn1 111 
equation (3.21). However, we 11111st be abl<' to deal with tl1< 1 pruhl<'111 ol' 11()\\" to 
determine the µnknown boundary data from the inforrnat.io11 available~. This is tlw 
n1a1n part of the Boundary Integral Method. 
To develop a specific formula., we now imagine that the point ( x ,y) in Figure 
11 approaches the boundary C to actually lie on the curve c·. Since r becornc-?s s111all 
and passes th rough zero as the integration in equation ( 3. :21) passes the field poi 11 t. 
(x,y) on C, the integrand in equation (3.21) is singular at the field point.. Tlit1s w.<' 
must be careful about how we interpret equation (3.21) in this case. lrnagiuc that 
Cf is a semi-circle of radius c with center at (x,y) and that C1 is the contour C but. 
with portions of length € on· either side of (x,y) on1itted. It is clear that 
I 
C 
Lim 
€-+0 { J 
c' 
}- (3.22) 
Here we consider the case where C is a s1nooth curve as it passes through (x,y); the 
case ·where (x,y) is a corner point in the contour will be discussed subsequently. 
This situation is depicted in Figure 12. 
Along Cf, the outward normal direction is the radial direction and therefore, 
22 
2 (log r)I 
or r=( 
( . 
In addition, ds = l dO, where. 0 ra11g<'S from -7f to O on C\ (taking accou11t tlw 
counter-clock wise direction of in tegratio11). Cons<'q uen-tly, 
Lim 1 J { ¢ctn(log r) {---+O 27f J 
c( 
d¢ . 
log r n- } dS 
on 
· Lin1 2
1 JO { * - log <- ~4> } ( dO 
f---+0 7f -7f · Ull 
1 . 2 ¢(x,y). 
Substituting into equation (3.21), we have 
7r¢(x,y) = J { ¢iL(log r) - log r O¢ .} dS for (x,y) 011 C'. 8n 8n 
C 
I 'J ·r) \.). - ,') 
Note that the contour integral in equation (3.25} is to be interpreted i11 the C'aucl1y 
principal value sense. Also note that the forrn ula ( 3.25) is similar t.o eq uatio11 ( J.:21) 
but differs by a factor of two. 
Suppose now that (x,y) is at a "corner" of the contour and tha.t Oc measures 
the interior angle of the contour as indicated in Figure 13. 
Again the contour is indented as shown in Figure· 13. Now however, 
Lim ._l_ .I { ¢2:-(log r) - log r ~¢ } dS 
c-+O 21r fJn 811 
cf 
Lim .l J1r-Bc { P. - log c o</J } f dB 
(-+0 21r -'Tr ( on 
_ 21r-O )..( ) 21r If' x,y . ( :3.26) 
Substituting in equation (3.21) in the limit c-+O leads to 
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y 
Figure 13. Indenting the contour near the field point 
when (x,y) is at a corner of C. 
0) ®---~r---------:i._--a~-'*---- -~----- interval point 
~ nodal point 
@) 
1 2 3 
© 0 
Figure 14. Interval and nodal points for the classical 
boundary element method. 
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I . . {)cp } Oc</J(x,y) == { <1>/! (log r) - log r?} dS un 011 for (x,y) 011 (·at a rorn,·r.(:L:l,) 
C 
Equations (3.25) and (3.27) arc th<' ma.111 integral equations that \\'ill lw discr,·tizP<l 
to deter m in e the u n k now n b o u n d a r y d at a. 0 n n · t h e b o u 11 d a r y d a t a ( t } w v a I 11 , • s o r <.11 
and~~) are known, values of¢ in the interior may be Pval11ated by equati.<>ll (:L:ll) 
for ( x,y) within C. 
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4 THE CLASSICAL BOUNDAllY INTEGllAL METHOD 
In all appiicatio11s of the bot111dary i11teµ;ral IJl('thod, \\'<' \\'ill ;1dopt :-.<>1111· 
discretization of the boundary i11tegral equatiu11 (:3.~5) wliicli is r<'p1·at.c<l lw['(·: 
1r¢(x,y) =J (x,y) Oil ( '. ( .1, I ) 
C 
There is a variety of ways 111 which th<' discretization co1ild lw i·arri,·d <>tit. 111 t Ill' 
classical boundary integral method (IHM), \Ve split tlw curv<· hu11ndi11g tlw rq~iu11 ()!' 
interest into a number of equal segments; thus we ge1wrat1· i11t1·rval poi11t.s <>11 t Ill' 
boundary corresponding to the endpoints of Pach i11t<'rval. \V1· "·ill also cli<His1· t<> 
approximate certain portions of the integrals in <'q11at.io11 ( 11..l) hy ;'tss11111i11g that u\'1·r 
a given interval, the values of¢ and <?)¢ are app.roxi111atcd .by a11 a\'<'rag<· v,tl111· 1·<J11al ( fl 
to the values at the midpoint of the interval. Thus we hav<' two types of points u11 
the boundary: (a) interval points and (b) nodal points. This situation is dcpcct<·d 
.schematically in Figure 14 for the simplest type of region corresponding to a. 
bounding curve which consists of straight lines; we \viii consider the 111or1· 
complicated case of curved boundaries in chapter .5. 
In the particular case of the rectangular geometry de pict1·d i 11 Fiµ.;u r1· l I. \\'< • 
have elected to split each. side of a square domain into three equal pa.rts; the i11t<'l'\'ct.l 
points are always selected at the corners. The nodal points are taken at. t.lie 
midpoints of each interval (1narked with crosses in Figure 14) and it is at these 
locations. that we will evaluate ¢ and 
8
8¢, whichever is 
unknown over that segment. 
n 
We denote the interval point with coordinates (xj,Yj) as sj, i.e. sj is the jth pui11t 011 
the bounding curve C starting fron1 some arbitrary location on .C denoted hy .i = I. 
The next interval point on C is sj+l with coordinates (xj+i,Yj+ 1 ). the v~1.lucs of'</> 
and ~~ at the midpoint of the jth interval are denoted by ¢j and < as indicated ·in 
Figure 15. 
In the classical boundary integral method, we assume that over ea.ch interval 
the values of¢ and ~~. may be approxi~ated by their values at the n1idpoint of ea.ch 
interval. Since <Pj and ¢1 are assumed to be constant over each interval, we may 
represent the integrals in equation (4.1) as a su1n over the integral over each 
segment and remove the values of¢ and ¢1 from under the integratio11; th us over the 
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s I S. J J + 1 
• )( • (X. ,Y ) (X ,Y ) J J 
. 1 . 1 J + J + 
Figure 15. The jth segment on the boundary. 
n y 
S· J 
A 
cp=cp. 
J 
....._-----------------11~ X 
Figure 16. A local coordinate system over the jth segment. 
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jth segment, 
sj+l I ¢,ffi
1
(logr)ds ( ·I.:! ) 
sj 
sj+l 
"" ¢,; I log r ds ( .1 . : {) 
sj 
where the prune 1s a shorthand notation to denote the outward pointing 11orlllal 
derivative to the bounding curve C. It remains to obtain the ~xprcssio11s fur tlw 
integrals in equations (4.2) and (4.3). The value of r depei1els but.h 011 wlwr<' tit<' _jtl1 
segment of the boundary is as well a.s the location (x,y) .in equation (·I. l ). l·'()r 
definiteness, we let (x,y) be the coordinates of sumc arbitrary pui11t J> u11 (': \\<' ,,·ill 
ultimately take p to be located at the nodal pain ts. 
The integral in equation ( 4.2) is most easily evaluated using co111plex va.ria hie 
theory. Consider a local coordinate system along the j th segment as indicated in 
Figure 16; s n1easures distance a.long the segment and 11 111eas11r~s dist.a11cc· i11 t.ltc· 
outward normal direction. The field point P is fixed. 
For any functioh of a complex variable z == x + 1y, \\'<' ha\'<'. 
f(z) = u(x,y) + i v(x,y) (-1. -I ) 
where us and v are real functions. If f(z) 1s an analytic function, u and v satisfy the 
Cauchy-Riemann equations, viz. 
In terms of t_he coordinates ( s,n) these equations are, 
ou _ ov ou _ ov 
on - OS ' OS - - on 
Now consider the particular complex function, 
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(4.5) 
(4.6) 
f(z) == log (z-zp), (-1. 7.) 
where, 
Zp == Xp + iyp, 
B.ut we can also write z - Zp in terms of local polar coordinates accurding to, 
. iO 
z - Zp == re (-1. 9) 
where, 
r == I z- zp I (-1.10) 
and O is measured relative to the horizontal as i11dicated in Figure 17. Therefore we 
may write f( z) according to, 
f(z) = u + iv = log r + iO 
In equation (4.2}, we need to evaluate the integral of 8
8 (log r) but using. eq11at.ion 
n 
( 4.11) and the first of the Cauchy-Rein1ann equations ( 4 .6), we observe that 
fn(log r) = i: . ( 4.12) 
Consequently, 
sj+l sj+l 
I J I S·+1 _Q_(log r) ds = BO ds = e J 8n 8s sj 
S· S· J J 
(4.1:3) 
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s 
y 
p 
L-----------~x 
Figure 17. Local polar coordinates at the field point P. 
B 
• 
s j+l p 
A 
• 
s. 
J 
Figure 18. When P and A are collinear. 
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or, 
sj+l f ln(log r) <ls= ,t,j = OH 1 ~ OJ . 
S· J. 
(,1.1·1) 
Thus we see from Figure· ,16 that tlw integral over the jt.h sq~111°<'11t is tlw cu11tai1wd 
angle between the radius vectors frolll P to the <·nds of t.lw jtl1 .i11t<·n'al: tlw a11gl<· i:-. 
measured from the vector sj (at A) to the Vf~ctor sj+l (at. B). 
Note that one special case corresponds tu thP situation wlier<' P and t lw 
points A and B lie on the same line as indicated in Figure 18. In this case, 0 does 
not vary over the interval from P to A and from P to 13; consequently; 
and we have 
sj+l f in (log r) <ls = 0 for P, A, B collinear. (-1.J(j) 
sj 
In· order to evaluate the integral Ill equation (4.3) we need tu cornput.e a. 
formula for 
sj+l 
f log r ds , 
S· J 
(4.17) 
where ·r is the distance fro1n the paint P ( at so1ne location on C) to locations on the 
jth segment. The _situation is shown sche1natically in Figure 19. 
Again, let A and B be the end points of the straight line segment of the 
boundary at sj and sj+l respectively and let 
~==s-sj (4.:18) 
measure distance along the interval from A to B. Let (3 denote the angle between 
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Figure 19. Integration of log(r) over the jth segment. 
A 
Figure 20. Simplification of the integral of log(r). 
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the radius vector at A and th<~ segment as indicat<·d i11 F
iµ;ur<· l !); ,tlso 11·\ a lw I lw 
length of the radius vector to A a.ud let r be the kugth of t.lw 
radius \'<'ct.or f(>r ,,11y 
location ~ within the segrnent. Sinn' a. and fJ a.re fixed we hav<', 
C 2 + . 2 ') C ;·J 1., a - _ a 1., cos , 
(·l.lq) 
which describes t-he variation of r throughout tlw inte
rval as ~ \'ilrw:-;. fro111 0 \(> 11: 
here his the total lPngth of tll<' segrnent. We 110w 1wed to ro11
1puti· 
Ii h 
I = f log r <l< 
0 
H log{~2 + a2 -:1 a< ros./3} ds. 
0 
The integral is 
I = ~{ ((-a cos(}) log{(2 + a2 -2 a < rns/J) -2( ( -a rns;J) 
·c J3 }~=h 1{ 1., -a cos } + 2 a sin,8 tan- . 
a s1n,8 ~=O 
and inserting the limits of integration 
I= ~{(h-a cos(}) log{!/+ a2 -2 a cos(}} + a cos(J log a
2 
2(1 /3) i::/ /3{ 1{ h-a. cos/3 } - 1-a cos -2 a cosp + :2 a sin tan- a sin /3 
~tan-1{ -~os/3 }}} . 
sin/3 
(·l.:!0) 
(·l.:!l) 
(-1. 22) 
This expression can be simplified considerably. First we note f
ron1 Figure 19 that 
h2 + a2 -2 a h cos/3 = b
2 
, 
(4.:23) 
where b is the length of the radius vector fron1 P to .B. To ev
aluate the sum of the 
·inverse tangents, consider th_e situation in Figure 20 wher
e we have dropped a 
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perpendicular from P tu the segll1cut AB at c;. 'l'l1c lc11gth of;\(; is a cu~;i ,ltl(I t.lw 
length of the perpendicular PG is a. sin,B; siuct~ the lc11gt.h of AB is Ii, it fullo\\'s tl1r1l 
the length BG. is h-a cos/3 . It follows fro111 Figun· :20 tl1at. tlw ,111gl<' lwt\\·<·<·11 PH 
and PG is 
. -1 BG -1{h-a cos/3} 1P1 == tan ( PG ) == tan a sin,B . 
In addition, the angle between PG and PA is 
-1( GA ) -1{a cos/3} -1( '-<) 1/; 2 == tan PG == tan a si.n /3 == tan cot ,u . 
Consequently, since 
where 'if is the angle between PA and PB, we may sirnplify <'quat.iu11 (-1.:2:2) tu. 
I= !{(h-a cos/3) log b2+ a cos/3 log a 2 -2h + 2 a 1/,J sin/3}. 
This may be further reduced to 
I = a cos{3 log( ~. ) +· h(log b-1) + a 'lj; sin/3 . 
(-1.:!-1) 
( I ) - . . . '....:) ) 
(4.:27) 
In the special case where A, P and B are collinear with P lying midway betvveen A 
and B, we have a == b == h/2 and in this case 
I== h{log ( ~)-1} ( 4.29) 
Having evaluated the integrals of the principal Green's function over a. 
segment (section 4.2), we are now in a position to write down the. basic algorithm for 
the classical boundary integral 1nethod. In equation (4.1), we take the point P to be 
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at the ith nodal point (c.f. figure· 14); thi!; point is any of tlw 11udal pui1its ;i.-.,, 
P-+ (X· Y-) I, I ( · 1. :w) 
which lies half way between the two nodal points, 
( I . : ~ I ) 
defining the ith interval. In the classical boundary integra.l 111<'thod, \\'<' "·ill ('\';tl11;it,· 
any unknown values of¢ and ¢ 1 _along this interval a.t the point P. 
Using equation· (4.1) and the approximafions (4.2) and (4.3), it. follows that. 
sj+l 
~ <f,j J Log 1.· ds } 
sj 
In each of the integrals in this sum, r is the .distance fro111 i> tu poiuts 111 t lw jt.!1 
interval. We are also assuming tha:t the boundary has been divided into N equal 
subdivisions. An alternative way of writing equation ( 4 .22) is, 
N 
L n, .. ¢'. IJ J 
y=l 
Here the constants ,Bij and aij are the integrals evaluated 111 equations (4.14) a.nd 
( 4.20) and are given by, 
o:ij == a cos,8 log ( E ) + h (log b-1) + a1/; sin,8 (4.34) 
( 4.:35) 
where the geometrical meaning of each term in equation ( 4.34) is sum rna.rizecl in 
figure 21. For the cases where P lies in the interval or is collinear with the end 
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- -(X.,Y.) 
I I 
sj+l 
(X j+ 1 'y j+ 1) h 
a 
(X.,Y.) 
J J 
S· J 
Figure 21. Summary of the parameters in eqs. (4.34) and (4.35). 
s j+l 
s· J 
Figure 22. A curved boundary segment. 
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points.of the interval, 
f3u = o (·l.JG) 
We observe that once we set up the interval mesh for a given geometry, the values 
of cxij and f3u are readily calculated using the following relationships: 
-1 {a2 + b2 - h2} 
'Ip = cos ') b , 
... a 
J3 -1 {a 2 + h 2 - b 2} = cos 2 ah . (-1.-10) 
Thus ·for a given geometry and a specific point P at (xi,Yi), we compute the :2N 
numbers au, f3u (j = 1, 2, 3, ... N), one nu and one f3u for each segment. Now we 
change the field point P to each of the other nodal points in turn and compute the 
corresponding au and /3u· The net result of this "collocation" procedure is that we 
generate a matrix of numbers nu and /3u· Note that these nun1bers depend only on 
the geometry and not on the boundary conditions. 
Suppose that we have a Dirichlet problem so that ¢ is known at all poi II t.s 
around the boundary but the fluxes ¢1 are to be found. \A/ e take all that is k nuw n 
to the right side of equation ( 4.33) and all that is unknown to the left side to obtain, 
(4.41) 
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Since there are a total of N s"t1ch equations (01w for <·a.ch 11odal poi11t). w1· 11;1\·1· 
reduced the problem of determining the fluxPs to solvin~ a set of li11('ar 1·q11,ttio11s. 
Although this set of equations 111ay well be a larg<' s<·t., it. is ).!;<'lll'rall.\· ;1 11111cl1 :-.111;11l1·r 
set than those associated with do111ai11 rnelhods of sol11tio11. 
equation (4.41) is of the form, 
011r prol,11'111 i11 
(-1.-1:l) 
where A is the matrix having elements au, ¢ 1 is tlw N di11w11sional \'<'ctur l1a\'i11g t lw 
--+ 
fluxes at each point as components and d is a ·vector wit.Ji the it.h ru111po11<'11l defined 
by the right side of equation ( 4 .41). 
Since A depends on the geometry alone, it may be wort.liwhik tu cu111p11t<' 
the inverse of A once and for all (particularly for design type calr11lat.iu11s): t Ill' 
solution for the fluxes is then, 
-+IT ¢ 
Thus we have a general algorithm for the solutio11 of problcrns with tlw s;-111w 
geometry but different Dirichlet conditions. \ 1\le may cornpute t.he \'Pct.or d by-
evaluating the right side of equation ( 4 .41) for each set of ¢/s a.11 d t. lie11 co111 p 1!1.i 11g 
the fluxes by a single matrix in ult"iplication from equation ( 4 .4:3). 
In more general circumstances, where we know <Pj on son1e portions of the 
I I 
boundary (but not f) and ¢. on the other portions (but not <Pj), we take what. we 
J J 
know to the -right side of equation (4.41) and what we don't know to the left. This 
results in a matrix problem similar to equation ( 4.42) but with, 
( 4 .44) 
Now A contains some of the au and some of the /Ju; z is the vector of unknowns 
I --+ 
whose elements are either <Pj or ¢. and d now contains some of the a,ij and some of 
J 
the /Ju and all of the known boundary values. Again A depends only on the 
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geometry and a solution may be obtained by inverting A to ol>t.ai11, 
-+T 
z 
It is worthwhile to point out that the level of error 111 our co111p11t<'d n·s1ilts is 
mainly determined by the goodness (or lack of it) in the approxi111atio11s (·1.'2) .i11d 
(4.3) that led to the set of linear equations; this i11 turn is 11onna.lly d<'l<'ri11i1wd l,y 
the mesh size h which we selected to discretize the boundary. Co11seq 1w11 tly i 11 ur<l<·r 
to assure good accuracy, we will normally want tu carry out calculatiu11s for s<·V<·ral 
different mesh sizes and subsequently con1pare the n-sults for ro11sist.<·11cy. 
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5 CURVED BOUNDARIES 
In the previous chapter, the boundary i.11t<'gral for111ulas \\'('!'(' d(·riv(·d for 
straight line boundaries, namely equations (4.3·1) and (,t.:~:>). 111 tl1is chapt"r s(·v,·ral 
1nethods are presented which allow for the i11trudurtio11 of curv<'d IH>1111<lari,·s. Tlw 
first method is a direct application of the straight Jin<' a p pro a c Ii. T lw c ti!' \'1•d 
boundaries are represented by straight line intervals, with the nodal poi11t.s plar<'d 011 
the midpoint of the interval. This allows for the direct applicatio11 of t.h(' r<'stdts 
from chapter 4 (i.e. equations (4.34) and (4.35)). In the second lll<'thod th,, n1n'<'d 
boundaries are also represented by straight lines, however the interval is hrok<'11 into 
two parts. One line begins at the first endpoint and t<·rrni11at,·s at tlw 111idpoi11t of 
the curved boundary, an~ the second line begins at tlw lllidpui11t a11d P11ds at tlw 
other endpoint on the boundary. This also l<'11ds its<'lf to t.lw 11...;1· of t lw n·:--11lh of 
chapter 4. The last method attempts an analytical sul11tio11 tu soh·1· eq11atio11s (,I.:!) 
and ( 4.3). 
Consider the curved portion of a boundary depicted i11 Figure :.?2. Fur ;-1 
curved boundary, we will also discretize· the integral equcttion by t.aki11g points alrn1g 
the boundary curve, and in Figure 22 we. consider .two specific points at sj and sj+i· 
When the boundary seg1nent was a straight line, the rnidpoi11t. of t.he scg11.H·11t ,,·as 
still on the boundary.. It is evident from Figure 22, that. w he11 th c bo u II cl a ry is 
curved the rnidpoin t of the segment ( C) will no longer be 011 tl1e bo 1111 cl a.ry c II n'e. 
Nevertheless it is still possible to apply the classical boundary element method i11 a. 
straightforward manner to curved surfaces. We could simply consider that va.l ues of' 
¢ and ¢1 at Q on the curve were approximated by values evaluated at C; again ¢ 
and ¢1 would be taken constant throughout the segment AB. The values of q; and ¢' 
computed by this approach would approximate the values of these quantities at Q. 
As the number of points· we use to discretize the boundary increases,· the pain ts sj 
and sj+l move close together and the paint C moves closer to the point. Q, th us t.l1e 
approximation should i1nprove in accuracy. The approximation to equation (-'I.I) at 
the ith nodal point becon1es, 
~+1 ~+1 I fn (log r) ds } - .f= ¢; { J log r ds } . 
S· J-1 S· J J 
( 5.1) 
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'\ ) 
I 
'I'he resulting equations arc the sarnc as those deriv<'d 111 chapt.<·r ·L a11d an· r<·1wat<·d 
here: 
sj+1 
°'ij = J log r ds 
sj 
a a cos/J log( b) + h(loµ; b-1) + a ~1 si111i. 
( r . >) ._)._ 
When the point P and Q coincide (i.e. xi = xj arid Yi = Yj) equation (5.:.n n'duces tu 
ll'ii = h (log h - 1) , ( ,'). -1 ) 
and- equation ( 5 .1) becon1es 
( .~ .:, ) 
This is the first of the three methods compared in this thesis. 
In the previous 1nethod we selected the nodal points lta.lf\vay betwee11 t.lie 
interval points. For the second 1nethod the same idea is used but. instead we takP 
the nodal point halfway on the curve itself between interval points rather t.ha11 
midway on th~ line joining the interval points. The situation is depicted 
schematically in Figure 23 where the interval points at A and 13 define the ends of 
the jth segment along the curve. The nodal point on this segn1ent (at (xj,Yj)) is at 
Q. As the integration of the boundary integral equation n1oves over the jth segment 
(for some point P on the boundary)',. the integration process .has two parts. First \Ve 
integrate al9ng the straight line segment AQ and then over the segment QB. 
During the integration on the right side of equation ( 4.1_) we approximate t.lie 
variation of </J and °a~ over each interval as being constant and equal to the value a.t. 
c)q; 
the nodal point. Therefore, over the jth segn1ent, the values of q; and y ·are C n I 
approximated by their values at Q (Figure 23); we denote these values by 4;j and ¢. 
J 
and will denote the location of Q along the boundary by sJ+l/2 . The approxin1ation 
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S· J 
Figure 23. Location of the nodal point for the extension 
of the classical method to curved boundaries. 
F(X. ,Y.) 
I I 
Q (X. ,Y.) 
J J 
S, 
J 
Figure 24. Notation for the integration formulae. 
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to equation ( 4.1) at the ith nodal point lwco111<·s, 
8j-tl/2 
I _Q_(log r) ds 811 
S· J 
+ 
+ 
8j+l/2 
t (log r) ds } 
on 
(.'1.(j) 
To evaluate explicit expressions for the case of curved bou11dari,~s, co11sid,·r 
the additional notation which is defined in Figure 24. The field point P is at a nodal 
point at (xi,Yi) and Q is at the midpoint of the jth interval along the boundary at 
(xj,Yj); the endpoint of the interval A is at (xj,yj) and Bis at (xj+i-YJ+ 1 ). Let. tlw 
radius vector to Q have magnitude q. The angle PAQ is j] a11d the a11gle PQB is Ii: 
the angles APB and APQ are denoted by,~, and~, respectively a11d tl111~ anµ;J,, QJJB 
is '!jJ - lj; . U s i n g t he for rn u 1 ae d eve 1 oped i II c h apter -1. w c Ii a v <' • 
sj+l/2 I fn (log rJ ds = ,t·. J (log r) els= 4,-~,, un (S.7) 
sj sj+l/2 
and thus, 
(!i.K) 
as ·we had with the classical method in chapter 4, .and also with the first 111ethud. 
For the last terms in equat_ion (5.6), we have, 
sj+l/2 
J log r ds = a cos/J log (ij) + h(log q-1) + a ,P sin/3, 
sj 
sj+l 
( 5.9) 
I log r ds = q cos/3 log(i) + h(log b-1) + q (1/J-,P) sin/3 (5.10) 
8j+l/2 
Here h and h are the lengths of the segments AQ and QB respectively. Explicit 
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expressions for the quantities are, 
2 2 I 2 
~,. -1 {a + q - 1 } 
'+' = cos 2 a h ' 
2 2 -2 
1/)-~1) = . -l{C} + b -Ii } 
'f 'f COS •) L . 
- q u 
We observe that the descretized boundary integral formula.e is still of the sa111t' fur111 
given by equation (4.33), viz., 
N 
L j=l 
where, 
I 
O:··¢ IJ . 
J 
which can be computed by sun1m1ng the last two results of equations (.5.11). 'J'lie 
coefficients aij differ from chapter 4" and may be obtained by sumn1i11g the t.wu 
results (5.9) and (5.10) on each interval and by using the explicit fonnulae (.5.11). 
For the case where the boundary consists of cir.cular arcs, h == h. 
When the point P and Q coincide (i.e. xi = xj and Yi = 5'j) equations (5.9) 
and (5.10) combine to give 
sj+l/2 
a .. = J 8° (log r) ds II n 
sj 
sj+i 
+ J fn(log r) ds = 2 h.(log h -1), 
SJ+l/2 
(5.14) 
since a == b == h. If we now define d to be the distance between the two endpoints of 
the interval, equation ( 5 .13) beco111es 
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-1{ d2} {3.. = cos 1 - -2· , 
II 2h 
( ,'>. I ,'>) 
where 
( ,'>. I (j ) 
The third rnethod retains the same interval and 11odal points dS t lw pri·,1 i()t_1s 
method, however now the integration is to take placP on t.li<' c11n·,, its,·lf. not <>11 t lw 
straight line seg1nents connecting the interval and nodal points. 111 ord<'r to <'v.1111.11<' 
the integrals in equations ( 4.2) and ( 4.3) we use Taylor series approxi111a.tiuns to tlw 
integrand so that it is in a more suitable form for integration. 
Recalling equation (4.3), 
sj+l 1]2 
I I I ¢. log r <ls = ¢. 
J J 
S· J 
I ~ Log( a 2+ h2 -:.! a b rno11) d&'.i.11) 
771 
where R, a, b, and 77 are defined as shown in Figure 2,1. For t.lw special ca.s<' \\"lw11 
the geometry is a circle a=b=R, and (5.17) reduces to, 
T/2 ¢; J ~ Log( 2 R2 - 2 R2 c:os77 ) d77 == ¢; 
771 
1]2 
772 I~ Log(:.! R 2 [1- cos,7]) d,7 
1] 1 
772 
¢; J ~ Log( 2 R2 ) d77 
171 
+ ¢~ J R Log( 1- cus11) d11 
J 2 
1J 1 
772 
1 R 2 ' J R ,1.. - (n -n ) Log( 2 R ) + ,1.. -2 Log( 1- cos17) d77. ~ 2. ·,2 ·,1 ~ 
171 
(5.18) 
Equation (5.18) presents the problem of this method. One approach to this singular 
integral (singular in the case that when TJ passes thru zero, the Log becomes 
undefined) is to use a Taylor series approximation of the integrand in equation 
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A 
B 
C 
Figure 25. Notation for method three. 
A 
B 
C 
Figure 26. Expansion point for Taylor series. 
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,. 
(5.18) and iflt<•gra.t<· the resulting cxpressiou. A1wtlw.r itppruacli \\'.!Jtild lw I() r<·\\'rit<· 
the last i11tcgral in (f>.lK) i11 U·r111s of Ch<•bysliev poly11u111ials ;111d i11lq!,r;1I<· tll<' 
resulting series. 
Concer11i11g tlH· Taylor scrl('s <·xpaI1s10u t.o <·quatiou (r>.i,"). tlit·r<· ,11"<' ;1 
number of approaches to take. The first would I><' to <·xpaud· t.lw i11t.cgra11d 1"(11) -
Log( 1- cos17 ) about the midpoillt of the interval ill question. This is sl1ow11 
schematically iri figure 26, with 11 r<:>prese11ti11g tlw 111idpoiut a11gl(·. ~y11dwlically. 
equation (5.18) would become, 
with A 
µ IS, 
Q·· = IJ 
</>
1 
R ( 17 - 11 ) Lo~.·( 
. ') 2 1 . 
J -
7]2 
1/2 
•) rt2) + ¢; I ~· Log( I - COS!/) d I/ 
17i 
== A + </J ~ ~ I f ( 17') d 17, 
J -
771 
2 II 3 Ill 
f(qJ = f(µ) + (11-µ) r'(,,) + (1J-µ~! r (µ) + c,,-µl/ (1,) + 
Integrating equation (5.20) gives, 
T/2 
J f c 7)) d,, = l,, f c µ) 
T/1 
2 I 3 I I . 4 I I I . 17 2 
+ 
( 17 - µ) f ( µ ) + -( 17 - µ ) ~ ( µ ) + ( 17 - µ. ) f ( p ) .. t l ·) l ) 
•)I 31 Lt I \f "-
.... . t. 771 
Recalling that 'ljJ is the included angle ( figure 21 ), we can re>vvrite 17i and 11 2 as, 
'ljJ 
T/1 == µ- 2' and ( 
r.::) •)•)) 
~ ·--
and then equation (5.21) simplifies to, 
172 2 (t)3 r" (µ) 2 (t)5 .,,,, ( ) If(,,) f fl ,)0 dT] 'ljJ f(µ) + + -' •) L 3! 5! 
n == 1 
T/1 
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(2n-l)! 
Finally, we arrive at, 
S· J 
, <X, ( ~I) 211- 1 ,·211- 2 ( ) 
' R . ·> 2 ' , 2 I' 
</>. 7> ~' Lug( - R ) + It¢. L__; ('> I)' J - J 1 -11- . 11 == 
( ~ '>'') .'> .. -•> 
:- • > I ) (.). -· 
Equation (5.24) can now be used to find the ctij cucfficie11ts for tlw cas<'s wlw11 i I j. 
When i == j the series becomes singular, and a seperatf' for11111la is requir<>d for this 
case. 
Expanding the arguemcnt of the Log t.erm i11 the i1i't,egra11d of eq11c1t io11 (.'1. I:--:) 
in. a Taylor series about zero gives, 
2 4 
( ) { 17 17 Log . 1- cos17 == Log ( 1- 1-- 2 ! + 4 ! 
T}2 
== Log ( 2 ! 
T} 4 17 6 
4! + 6! - ... ). 
Factori_ng out the first term gives, 
7 2 
Log ( 1 - cos TJ ) == Log ( i ) + Log ( l •) 2 •) 4 .... 17 .... '17 
---:-11 + ~ 
. l). 
172 
== Log ( 9 ) + Log ( 1 + f ( 17) ) , ...., . 
where 
There is a series expansion for Log ( 1 + f( x) ) of the form, 
( 5. 26) 
f(x) 2 f(x) 3 f(x) 4 · Log ( 1 + f( x) ) == f( x) - 2 + 3 - . 4 + · .. ( -1 < f( TJ) < 1) (,5. 28) 
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which is used to-rewrite equation (5.26). Combining equations (:>.2G) and(:>.~•~) a11d 
s u b st i t u ti n g i n to ( 5 . 18 ) gives , 
} 
(l'ii 
.. ·} d77. 
1j1 /2 
' R lp 2 A,i' I ¢. -')- Log( 2 R ) + 1./J 
I .. 
- l/J /2 
Id Loi,; ( 'h2) + { f( 'I) - f( '.() 2 + f( '.( .. 
( .:-) . :! !) ) 
Upon insertio.n of equation (5.17) for f(77) the integrand bPco11H~s rat.lwr ro111plicat,·d. 
but none the less, it is a polynomial, which can ,·asily be int.cgrat.<'d. 'I'll<' r<'sult i:-. 
shown in equation (5.30); 
,7 
~· 
,9 
r ~,5 
...,,) 
I - ·1J545(j 
Thus, we have ·equation (5.24) to be used when # J, and equat.ii.rn (E'L~H)) fur t.lw 
case when i = j. 
Concerning the use of Chebyshev polynomials, consider using the relat.io11, 
CX) •) . 
Lnlx-yl = -Ln2 - L TI Tn(x) Tn(y) -} < X y < ( 5. :n) 
n=l 
·where Tn are Chebyshev polynomials. Upon substituting equation ( .5 .31 ) i 11 t.u 
equation (5.18), equation (5.18) be·comes, 
1]2 
J Ln(l-cosl)) d17 
1] 1 
1]2 ~ I { -Ln2 - }: ~ Tn(x) Tn(y) } cJ17 
771 n=l 
and since Tn(x) = Tn(l) = 1, and Tn(y) = Tn(cos17) = cos(n17), we arrive at: 
00 
au = (172 -171 ) R Ln(R) - 2 R L 
n=l 
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(5.:32) 
Thus by cvaluatin~ equation (f>.:3J) we <kt,·r111i1l<' th" n r<wflici<'11ts for 11s,· 111 IJ 
equation (5.12). 
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6 RESULTS 
Con1puter codes havt' !wen written which solV(' Laplan·'s ('q_uc1li()11 hy t lw 
boundary integral method. All of the (:odes allow for the do111ai11 tu ('(Jllsist uf 
numerous intervals, each of which 1I1ay contain <'it.her st.raiµ;l1t: li1ws ()r ;ire sq!,1111·11h. 
thus allow.ing for better modeling. of curved. domains. 111 all t.l1n'<' cas('s a k110,,·11 
solution to the Laplace equation was used tu co1I1pare th(~ 11wthods, a11d t.lw du111;1i11 
tested was a c.ircular <lorn ain; specifically, the sol u tio11 
rk sin(k8) , k 1, 2, 3, ... ( (j. 1 ) 
8¢ 
was used to input vanous values of either¢ or -;--1 aron11d the bou11clary. The typical ( ll 
boundary was a circle consisting of .-1 seg1nents, a.11d ea.ch of tlws<' scg111<·11.h \\.<'r<' 
divided up into M intervals as shown in Figure 27. Specific vcdues uf i\l cl1us<·11 \\·c·1T 
M :::: 4, 8, 16, and 32, thus allowing for N == lG, :32, (j:-1, and 12,"'( 11udes c1r<>t111d ;i 
boundary of length 271". 
Figure 28 shows con1pansons between methods one and two. 'The figur<· 
compares the RMS error betweel1 the computed and· the a.na.lytical sulutio11s f'ur 
several different values of N (the total number of nodes around the boundary). 
Results for n1ethod three were not as accurate a.s the ut.her t.wu met.hods a 11d 
therefore they are not shown on the curve. Here we see t. Ii at. i 11 ord <'I' t.u ;_1 r ri ,,,, ,1 t ;1 
solution of the same accuracy (i".e. 3 digit accuracy) we need t.o place twice a.s 111c111y 
nodal points around the boundary for the first method as that of the second u11e. 
This trend continues even as we use a more con1plicated function for ¢ and ~<jJ (i.e. 
un 
larger values for k in equation (6.1)) as an input around the boundary, as seen in 
Figure 29, which compares co1nputational results for k==4. 
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Figure 27. The boundary curve 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 
Method two provc8 to be the best technique fur curved gt_·u11wtri<·s wlw11 
solving Laplace's equation by the boundary in tcgral met hod. Method two only 
requires a little more initial work than the first method, a11d the n·s1ilts 111akP t liis a 
worth while formulation. 
Several attempts to analytically s·olvc tlw integral in <'q11atiu11 (,t.:~) \\·<·r<· 
tried. The analytical solutiu11 used to solve equation (,1.;n prod11n·d lllCO(lSiSL111( 
results. Tracking the possible causPs uf these inronsist.anci<·s, it. lic1s IH·<·11 uhs<·n'<·d 
that all three methods produce tll<' same cueffici<~nts to within I o/c of <'acl1otlwr. 
Since the series in equations (5.24), (5.30), and eq11atio11 (5.:tn all COil\'erge i-llld ell'(' 
· 10 
at least of order O(TJ ) accurate, one would he lead to believe tha.t the r<·s1ilti11g 
1natrix (5.12) is highly suscept.ib!f· tu inacniraci,,s in t.he coefficie11t.s. 'I'() t l1is <'It<!. 
attempts were made to alter a single coefficient in the nij 1na.t.rix i11 I1wt l1ud two. 
When this was done, the end result was to perturb the final sol11tiu11. This ,iltc·rc·d 
result was not as far off from the correct result as ,vith !llethod tl1r,·e·s result.-;. H11t. 
when all of the coefficients were altered by a small percent.age, the filial n·s11.lt was 
not uplike 1nethod three's results. Thus it would seem that t.lie st.raiglit .line 
approximations used in method two (which effectiyely remove the problem uf the 
singular integral) would be the method of choice for the boundary integral method. 
Improvments to the current method could be looked into. For iI1sta11cc. the 
ass um pt ion that the value of either <p or ¢ 1 are constant in eq u a.tio11 ( 4.:? 1) cu u lJ be 
relaxed and a linear interpolation of the values might be used instead. J\lso, instead 
of dividing the intervals into two halves, they could be divided into t:hirds or 
quarters. This would require more computer ti me to co111 p u t.c ca.<: h cuef'licic11.t, but 
fewer nodes ought to be required. 
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